PICCADILLY
CABINET

Remarkable and majestic, the Piccadilly cabinet sits comfortably in a league of
its own. Taking contemporary furniture design to the very next level, the
Piccadilly’s intricate hand carved details, impeccable gold leaf and wood veneer
application and astounding form, make it one of Boca do Lobo’s most
impressive pieces. Its interior features classic lines and elements, and is
composed of two glass shelves and four drawers with traditional handles. The
Piccadilly cabinet ultimately represents the passion felt by Boca do Lobo’s
talented design team and craftsmen, embodying the brand’s unique philosophy
and core values.

Product features: Piccadilly Cabinet made from poplar is the result of a
meticulous craftsmanship and it’s completed in six different finishes: colored in
dark and bright emerald green, black, gilded in age golden leaf. It contains four
drawers and two shelves.
Arts and Techniques: Marquetry, Joinery and Glass Work.
Materials and Finishes: Poplar, six different finishes: colored in dark and bright
emerald green, black, gilded in age golden leaf.
Product Options: Limited Edition. Singular Products.
Customization: Custom sizes and colors are available with an upcharge.
Observations for mounting: Pads on the base to protect the support area.
Clean and Care: Dry cloth metal cleaner for the exterior and drawers, and glass
cleaner for the shelves.

TECHNICAL INFO

DIMENSIONS
Width: 110cm (43,3 in.)
Depth: 65cm (25,6 in.)
Height: 220cm (86,6 in.)

1 boxes
270 (595,2lbs)
2,76

EXPLORE MORE

+351 910 936 335
+351 224 887 170
info@bocadolobo.com
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Custom colors and finishes are available with an upcharge.
Please contact info@bocadolobo.com
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